
The Amazing Journey of The Woman Who
Saved The Birds!
Once upon a time, in a small town nestled near an enchanting forest, lived a
remarkable woman named Emily. She was known far and wide for her immense
passion for nature, particularly birds. Her love for these magnificent creatures
fueled her mission to protect and save them from any harm that may befall them.

Emily's story began when she was just a little girl, roaming the woods near her
humble home. The vibrant plumage and melodic songs of the birds immediately
captured her heart. With each bird encounter, her curiosity and love for their
existence grew stronger.

Years passed, and Emily's fascination with birds turned into a deep calling. She
dedicated her life to understanding their behavior, their migration patterns, and
their habitats. While others saw birds merely as beautiful creatures, Emily saw
them as fragile beings that needed her help.
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Her journey to save the birds led her across vast landscapes and treacherous
terrains. She traveled to remote forests, climbed mountains, and braved extreme
weather conditions, all in the pursuit of learning more about these extraordinary
creatures. With every adventure, her knowledge expanded, and so did her
determination to make a difference.

One fateful day, Emily stumbled upon a hidden valley where she discovered a
rare species of bird on the brink of extinction. Their habitat was rapidly
diminishing due to deforestation and human encroachment. Emily knew she had
to act swiftly to save these precious birds from vanishing forever.

Word spread of Emily's valiant efforts, and soon she became a beacon of hope
for bird enthusiasts around the world. People flocked to her, seeking guidance
and inspiration to contribute to the protection of birds and their habitats.

Within a short span of time, Emily established a network of passionate individuals
who shared her vision. They formed bird conservation organizations, initiated
reforestation campaigns, and fought for legislation to safeguard bird habitats.
Emily's unwavering determination and the collective efforts of these bird lovers
gradually made a significant impact.

As the years went by, Emily's tireless work started yielding tangible results. Bird
populations began to stabilize, and some even experienced growth. The once-
dwindling species that she had stumbled upon in the hidden valley were now
thriving, thanks to her tenacity and unwavering spirit.

Emily's impact was not only limited to birds but extended to the entire ecosystem.
Birds played a crucial role in pollination, seed dispersal, and insect control, which
were essential for a thriving environment. By saving the birds, Emily indirectly



contributed to the overall health of the forests, ensuring the survival of countless
other plant and animal species.

Emily's remarkable story of dedication and triumph serves as a reminder that one
person's passion and unwavering commitment can truly make a difference. Her
selfless act of saving the birds touched the hearts of millions around the world.

Today, Emily's legacy lives on through the numerous bird conservation
organizations she established and the ongoing efforts to protect the habitats of
these magnificent creatures. Thanks to her, future generations will continue to
witness the beauty and wonder of birds soaring through the skies.

So let us come together and celebrate the extraordinary woman who saved the
birds, ensuring their place in our world for eternity.
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A heroine for our times, Etta Lemon campaigned for fifty years against the
worldwide slaughter of birds for extravagantly feathered hats. Her legacy is the
RSPB, grown from an all-female pressure group of 1889 with the splendidly
simple pledge: Wear No Feathers.

Etta’s long battle against ‘murderous millinery’ triumphed with the Plumage Act of
1921 – but her legacy has been eclipsed by the more glamorous campaign for
the vote, led by the elegantly plumed Emmeline Pankhurst.

This gripping narrative explores two formidable heroines and their rival,
overlapping campaigns. Moving from the feather workers’ slums to high society,
from the first female political rally to the rise of the eco-feminist, it restores Etta
Lemon to her rightful place in history – the extraordinary woman who saved the
birds.

ETTA LEMON was originally published in hardback in 2018 under the title of MRS
PANKHURST'S PURPLE FEATHER.

'A great story of pioneering conservation.' 
KATE HUMBLE
 
‘Quite brilliant. Meticulous and perceptive. A triumph of a book.’
CHARLIE ELDER

‘Shocking and entertaining. The surprising story of the campaigning women who
changed Britain.”
VIRGINIA NICHOLSON
 
‘A fascinating and moving story, vividly told.’
JOHN CAREY



 
‘A fascinating clash of two causes: rights for women and rights for birds to fly free
not adorn suffragettes’ hats. An illuminating story, provocative, well-researched
and brilliantly told.’
DIANA SOUHAMI
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